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Abstract:In this paper, recalling the basic concepts of soft topological spaces.  This paper aims at 

introducing the soft feebly-open sets and proving some of their properties and also forming the soft feebly-

open and closed mappings and investigating some results in these concepts and compositing of them.  These 

concepts define the soft feebly-continuous function and also discuss some theorems in it. 
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1.Preliminaries 

Definition 1.1 [9]: Let X be an initial universe set and let E be the set of all possible parameters with respect 

to X.  Let P(X) denote the power set of X.  Let A be a nonempty subset of E.  A pair (F,A) is called soft set 

over X, where F is a mapping given by F:AP(X).  A soft set (F,A) on the universe X is defined by the set 

of ordered pairs (F,A)={(x,fA(x)):xE,fA(x)P(X)} where  fA: EP(X) such that  fA(x)=  if xA.  Here fA 

is called an approximate function of the soft set (F,A).  The collection of soft set (F,A) over a universe X and 

the parameter set A is a family of soft sets denoted by SS(x)A. 

Definition 1.2[6]:  A set set (F,A) over X is said to be null soft set denoted by  if for all eA, F( e) = .  A 

soft set (F,A) over X is said to be an absolute soft set denoted by𝐴   if all eA, F( e)=X. 

Definition 1.3[10]: Let Y be a nonempty subset of X, then Y denotes the soft set (Y,E) over X for which Y( 

e)=Y, for all eE.  In particular, (X,E) will be denoted by X. 

Definition 1.4: A soft subset (A,E) of a soft topological spaces (X,,E) is called  

(i) asoftgeneralized closed (soft g-closed) [4]if𝑐𝑙 (A,E)  (U,E) whenever (A,E) (U,E) and (U,E) 

is soft open in X. 

(ii) asoft semi open [2] if (A,E) 𝑐𝑙 ( 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)). 

(iii) a soft regular open [7] if (A,E) = 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (𝑐𝑙  (A,E)). 

(iv) a soft -open [8] if (A,E) 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑐𝑙  (𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E))). 

(v) a soft pre-open set [1] if (A,E) 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑐𝑙 (A,E)). 

(vi) a soft clopen if (A,E) is both soft-open and soft-closed. 

(vii) a soft b-open if (A,E) 𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E))∪ 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑐𝑙 (A,E)).  

The complement of the soft generalized closed, soft semi open, soft regular open, soft -open, soft pre-open, 

soft b-closed are their respective soft generalized open, soft semi closed, soft regular closed, soft -open , 

soft pre-closed, soft b-closed sets. 
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Definition 1.5 [10]: Let be the collection of soft sets over X, then  is said to be a soft topology on X 

if(i),X(ii)If (F,E),(G,E) then (F,E)∩ (G,E)(iii) If { (Fi,E)}iI then
∪ 

𝑖𝐼
(Fi,E) .  The pair (X,,E) 

is called a soft topological space.  Every member of  is called a soft  open set.  A soft set (F,E) is called soft 

closed in X if (F,E)
c
. 

Definition 1.6: Let (X,,E) be a soft topological space over X and let (A,E) be a soft set over X (i) the soft 

interior[11]of (A,E)- is the soft set 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)=∪ {(O,E):(O,E) which is soft open and(O,E) (A,E)}(ii) the soft 

closure[10] of (A,E) is the soft set 𝑐𝑙 (A,E) =∩ { (F,E) : (F,E) which is soft closed and (A,E)  (F,E)}.  

Clearly 𝑐𝑙 (A,E) is the smallest soft closed set over X which contains (A,E) and  𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) is the largest soft 

open set over X which is contained in (A,E). 

Example 1.7: There are two houses in the universe X={a,b} under consideration and that E contains set of 

parameters e1-blue, e2-red, e3-green and the subset of E is  A={e1,e2} mapping fA given by houses (to be 

filled in by one of the parameters eiE for i=1,2,3).  FA (e1) means ‘houses (blue)’.  The power set P(X) = { 

 , X,{a},{b}}.  Define (F,A)1={ (e1,) , (e2,)} , (F,A)2={(e1,) , (e2,{a})}, (F,A)3={(e1,), (e2,{b})}, 

(F,A)4={(e1,), (e2,{a,b})} , (F,A)5={(e1{a}), (e2,)},  (F,A)6={(e1,{a}, (e2,{a})},  (F,A)7={(e1,{a}), 

(e2,{b})}, (F,A)8={(e1,{a}),(e2,{a,b})}, (F,A)9={(e1,{b}),  (e2,)}, (F,A)10 = {(e1,{b}), (e2,{a})}, 

(F,A)11={(e1{b}) , (e2,{b})}, (F,A)12 ={(e1,{b}), (e2,{a,b})}, (F,A)13={(e1,{a,b}), (e2,)}, 

(F,A)14={(e1,{a,b}), (e2{a})}, (F,A)15={e1,{a,b}), (e2,{b})}, (F,A)16={(e1,{a,b}), (e2,{a,b})} are all soft sets 

on universal set X under the parameter set A.  Now SS(X)A={ (F,A)1,(F,A)2, …….,(F,A)16} .  is a subset of 

SS(X)A.   = {(F,A)1,(F,A)16,(F,A)5 ,(F,A)7 ,(F,A)8} is a soft topology over X.  Soft open sets are : 

(F,A)1,(F,A)16,(F,A)5 ,(F,A)7 ,(F,A)8 .  Soft closed sets are : (F,A)16,(F,A)9,(F,A)10 ,(F,A)12 , (F,A)1.  Soft 

preopen sets are : (F,A)1, (F,A)5,(F,A)6,(F,A)7, (F,A)8,(F,A)13, (F,A)14, (F,A)15,(F,A)16.Soft preclosed sets are 

: (F,A)16,(F,A)2, (F,A)3,(F,A)4,(F,A)9, (F,A)10,(F,A)11, (F,A)12, (F,A)1.  The following implication holds. 

Soft open set         Soft  semiopen set 

Soft -open set       Soft preopen set 

Remark1.8: The cardinality of  n(SS(X)A) = 2
n(x).n(A)

. 

2.  Soft Feebly-open sets 

Definition 2.1:  In a soft topological space (X,,E), a soft set (i) (A,E) is said to be soft feebly-open set if 

(A,E)   s 𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)).(ii) (A,E) is said to be soft feebly-closed set if s 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑐𝑙 (A,E)) (A,E).  A soft feebly-

open set is nothing but the complement of a soft feebly-closed set. 

Theorem 2.2:(i) Arbitrary union of soft feebly-open sets is a soft feebly-open sets.  (ii)  Arbitrary 

intersection of soft feebly closed sets is a soft feebly-closed set.  Proof: (i) Let {(Ai, E) ; iI, the index set} 

be a collection of soft feebly-open sets.  Then for every iI,(Ai,E)   s𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( Ai,E)). Now 

∪ (Ai,E) ∪ s𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡 (Ai,E)) s 𝑐𝑙 ∪ (𝑖𝑛𝑡 (Ai,E)) s𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∪ (Ai,E)).  Hence∪ (Ai,E) is soft feebly-open set. (ii) 

Follows immediately from (i) by taking complements. 

Definition 2.3:Let (X,,E) be a soft topological spaces and let (A,E) be a soft set over X.(i)  Soft feebly-

closure of a soft set (A,E) in X is denoted by  𝑓𝑐𝑙 (A,E) = ∩ {(F,E): (F,E) which is a soft feebly-closed set 

and (A,E)  (F,E)}.  (ii)  Soft feebly-interior of a soft set (A,E) in X is denoted by 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) = ∪ {(O,E) : 

(O,E) which is a soft feebly-open set and (O,E) (A,E)}.  Clearly  𝑓𝑐𝑙 (A,E) is the smallest soft feebly-closed 
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set over X which contains (A,E) and𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) is the largest soft feebly-open set over X which is contained 

in (A,E). 

Theorem  2.4: If (A,E) is soft feebly-open set such that (U,E)   (A,E)  s 𝑐𝑙 (U,E) , then (U,E) is also a soft 

feebly-open set .  Proof:(U,E) (A,E) s𝑐𝑙 (U,E) s𝑐𝑙 (U,E)and (A,E) is soft feebly–open, (A,E) s𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡  

(A,E))  (U,E)  s𝑐𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)) (U,E) is a soft feebly-open set. 

Definition 2.5: Let (A,E) be a soft feebly subset of a soft topological space (X,,E).  A pointis in (G,E) 

and(G,E) (A,E) where (G,E) is soft feebly-open set.  The set of soft feebly interior points of (A,E), denoted 

by 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E).  Soft feebly-exterior of (A,E) is the complement of (A,E) and is denoted by 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E). 

Definition 2.6:soft feebly boundary or soft feebly frontier of (A,E) is written as𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E), is the set of points 

which do not belong to the soft feebly interior or the soft feebly exterior of (A,E). 

Theorem 2.7:Let(A,E) be any soft feebly subset of a soft topological space (X,,E).Then 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E),𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E) and 𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E) are disjoint and (X,,E)=𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)∪ 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E)∪ 𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E).  Further 

𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E) is a soft feebly closed set. Proof : By definition, 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E)=𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)
c
.  Also 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) (A,E)  

and 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)
c
 = (A,E)

c
.  Since (A,E)∩ (A,E)

c
 = .  It follows that 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) ∩ 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E) 

=𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)∩ 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)
c
 =.  Again by the definition of frontier, we have x 𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E)  x  𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) 

and x  𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E)  x 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E)∪ 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E)  x   (𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E))∪ 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E)
c
.  Thus  𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E) = 

(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) ∪ 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡  (A,E))
c
-----(1).  It follows that 𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E)∩ 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E) =  and (X,,E) = 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E) 

∪ 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E) ∪ 𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E).  Since 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) and 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 (A,E) are open sets.  We see from (1) that𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E) is 

a soft feebly closed sets.  

Remark 2.8: Let (A,E) be any feebly subset of a soft topological space (X,,E).  Then the soft feebly 

closure of (A,E) is the union of the soft feebly interior and soft feebly frontier of (A,E).  That is 𝑓𝑐𝑙 (A,E) = 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) ∪ 𝑓𝐹𝑟 (A,E). 

3. Soft feebly-open and soft feebly-closed mappings 

In this section we introduce soft feebly-open and soft feebly-closed mappings and some of its properties are 

discussed.  

Definition 3.1: A function f : (X,,E) (Y,,E) is called the soft feebly-closed if the image of each soft 

closed in (X,,E) is a soft feebly–closed in (Y,,E). 

Definition 3.2: A function  f:(X,,E) (Y,,E) is called soft feebly-open if the image of each soft-open set 

in (X,,E)  is soft feebly-open set in (Y,,E). 

Theorem 3.3: Every soft open mapping is soft feebly-open mapping.                                                              

Proof: Let f: (X,,E) (Y,,E)  be a soft open mapping.  Now we have to prove that f is soft feebly-open.  

Let (H,E) be any soft open subset of (X,,E) .  Since f is soft open mapping, f(H,E) is soft open in (Y,,E), 

f(H,E) is soft feebly-open.  Hence f is soft feebly-open mapping. 

Theorem 3.4: Every soft closed mapping is soft feebly-closed mapping.                                                      

Proof: Let f:(X,,E) (Y,,E) be a soft closed mapping.  Now we have to prove that f is soft feebly-closed 

mapping.  Let (H,E) be any soft closed subset of (X,,E).  Since f is soft closed mapping, f(H,E) is soft 

closed in  (Y,,E).  f(H,E) is soft feebly-closed. Hence f is feebly-closed mapping. 
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Theorem 3.5: Let f:(X,,E) (Y,,E) be a soft feebly-closed mapping then the image of every soft-closed 

subset of (X,,E)  is soft semi-closed in (Y,,E).  Proof: Let (H,E) be any soft closed subset of (X,,E) and 

f(H,E) is soft feebly-closed in (Y,,E) then f(H,E) is soft semi-closed in (Y,,E). 

Theorem 3.6: A mapping f:(X,,E) (Y,,E) is soft feebly-open if f(𝑖𝑛𝑡  (𝐻, 𝐸)) 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (f(H,E)) for every 

(H,E) (X,,E).  Proof: Let (H,E) be any soft open set in (X,,E).  So that 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (H,E) = (H,E), thenf(𝑖𝑛𝑡 (H,E)) 

 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (f (H,E)).  Therefore f(H,E)  𝑖𝑛𝑡  (f (H,E)).  But  𝑖𝑛𝑡  (f (H,E))   f(H,E) always.  Hence  𝑖𝑛𝑡  (f (H,E)) = 

f(H,E).  Therefore f(H,E) is soft open in (X,,E), then f is soft open. By  theorem3.3, f is soft feebly-open. 

Theorem 3.7: A mapping f:(X,,E)(Y,,E)  is soft feebly-closed if 𝑐𝑙 (f(H,E))  f(𝑐𝑙  (H,E)) for every (H,E) 

  (X,,E). Proof: Let (H,E) be any soft closed set in (X,,E).  So that  𝑐𝑙  (H,E)) = (H,E).  By hypothesis 𝑐𝑙  

(f(H,E))  f(𝑐𝑙  (H,E)) = f(H,E).  Therefore, 𝑐𝑙  (f(H,E))  f (H,E).  But f (H,E) 𝑐𝑙  (f(H,E)) always.  Hence  𝑐𝑙  

(f(H,E))= f(H,E) , thus f(H,E) is soft closed, then f is soft closed map.  By theorem 3.4, f is soft feebly-

closed. 

Theorem 3.8:  Let f:(X,,E) (Y,,E) and g:(Y,,E) (Z,,E) be a mappings then gf :(X,,E) (Z,,E) is 

soft feebly-open if (i) f and g be the soft open mappings (ii) f is soft open and g is soft feebly open 

mappings. Proof: (i) Let (H,E) be any soft open subset of (X,,E).  Now we have to prove that (gf)(H,E) is 

soft feebly-open in (Z,,E).  Since f is soft open, then f(H,E) is soft open in (Y,,E).  Also we have g is soft 

open, then g(f(H,E)) is soft open in (Z,,E).  Therefore (gf) (H,E) is soft feebly-open in (Z,,E).  Thus gf is 

soft feebly-open mapping.                 (ii) By same method in part (i). 

Remark 3.9:( i) Let f:(X,,E) (Y,,E) and g:(Y,,E) (Z,,E) be the soft closed mappings thengf 

:(X,,E) (Z,,E) is soft feebly-closed.(ii) Let f:(X,,E) (Y,,E)  be  soft closed and g:(Y,,E) (Z,,E) 

be soft feebly-closed, then gf :(X,,E) (Z,,E) is soft feebly-closed. 

4. Soft feebly-continuous functions 

Definition 4.1[5] : Let (X,,E)  and (Y,,E) be soft classes.  Let u:XY and p:EK be mappings.  Then a 

mapping f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) is defined as followsfor a soft set (F,A) in (X,,E), (f(F,A),B) , B = p(A)    K 

is a soft set in (Y,,K) given by f(F,A)() =u( F())
𝑝−1()∩A

∪ for K.  (f(F,A),B) is called a soft image of a 

soft set (F,A). If B=K, then we will write (f(F,A),K) as f(F,A). 

Definition 4.2[5]: Let f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) be a mapping from a soft class (X,,E) to another soft class 

(Y,,K) and (G,C) a soft set in soft class (Y,,K) , where C  K.  Let  u: XY and p: EK be mappings.  

Then (f
-1

(G,C) ,D), D = p
-1

 ( C) is a soft  set in the soft classes (X,,E) defined as  f
-1

(G,C) () = u
-1

(G(p()) 

for D E.  (f
-1

(G,C),D) is called a soft inverse imageof (G,C).  Hereafter  we will write (f
-1

(G,C),E) as f
-

1
(G,C). 

Definition 4.3: A mapping f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) is said to be soft mapping if  (X,,E) and  (Y,,K) are soft 

topological space  u: XY and p: EK are mappings. 

Definition 4.4: A soft mapping  f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) is said to be soft feebly-continuous if the soft inverse 

image by f of each soft open set (H,E) of (Y,,K) is soft feebly-open in (X,,E). 

Remark 4.5:(i) Let (X,,E) be a soft topological space, (A,E) and (B,E)  (X,,E) if (A,E)  (B,E), then f (𝑐𝑙  

(A,E)) f(𝑐𝑙  (B,E)). (ii) Let (X,,E) be a soft topological space if (A,E)is soft feebly-open if and if only 
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(A,E)
c
is soft feebly-closed.  From our definition of softfeebly-open and soft feebly-closed sets, we obtain 

them. 

Theorem 4.6: If  f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) is soft feebly-continuous if and if only the soft inverse imageof every 

soft closed subset of(Y,,K) is soft feebly-closed in (X,,E) . Proof:  We have f is soft feebly-continuous.  

Let (H,K) in soft closed in (Y,,E), (H,K)
c
 is soft open in ,  f

-1
(H,K)

c 
=( f

-1
(H,K))

c
 is soft feebly-open in 

(X,,E) , then by remark 4.5(ii) f
-1

(H,K) is soft feebly-closed.  (H,K) is a soft open set in (Y,,K), (H,K)
c
is 

soft closed, then by hypothesis f
-1

(H,K)
c
 is soft feebly-closed in (X,,E), then by remark 4.5(ii) f

-1
(H,K) is 

soft feebly-open set in (Y,,E).  Thus f is soft feebly-continuous. 

Theorem 4.7: Every soft-continuous mapping is soft feebly-continuous mapping. Proof:Let  f: (X,,E) 

(Y,,K)  is soft continuous mapping.  Now we have to prove that f is soft feebly-continuous.  Let (H,K) be 

any soft open subset of  (Y,,K).  Since f is soft continuous then f
-1

(H,K) is soft open in (X,,E).  Therefore  

f
-1

(H,K) is soft feebly-open.  Hence f is soft feebly-continuous mapping. 

Theorem 4.8:  Let (X,,E)  be a soft topological space, (A,E)  (X,,E) , then (A,E) is soft feebly-open if 

and if only  f 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E) = (A,E). Proof:We have (A,E) is soft feebly-open set in (X,,E).  It is clear 

f𝑖𝑛𝑡 (A,E) (A,E)-(1).  Since (A,E) is soft feebly-open set and f 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E) is largest soft feebly-open set.  

Then (A,E)  f 𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E)----(2).  From (1) and (2) we obtain  f𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E) =(A,E).  Conversely let f 𝑖𝑛𝑡  

(A,E) =(A,E).  Since  f𝑖𝑛𝑡  (A,E)  is soft feebly-open set, then (A,E) is soft feebly-open set. 

Corollary 4.9:  Let (X,,E)  be a soft topological space, (A,E) (X,,E) then (A,E) issoft feebly-closed if and 

if only 𝑓𝑐𝑙 (A,E) = (A,E). 

Theorem 4.10:  If  f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) is soft feebly-continuous if and if only𝑓(𝑓𝑐𝑙 (A,E))  𝑓(𝐴, 𝐸) for 

every (A,E)  (X,,E).Proof:  We have f is soft feebly-continuous. Since f(𝐴, 𝐸) is soft-closed in (Y,,K), 

then by theorem 4.6, f
-1

(f (𝐴, 𝐸)) is soft feebly-closed in (X,,E).  By corollary 

4.9,𝑓𝑐𝑙 (𝑓−1(𝑓(𝐴, 𝐸)))=𝑓−1(𝑓(𝐴, 𝐸))--(1).  Now f(A,E)  (𝑓 𝐴, 𝐸 ) (A,E)  𝑓−1(𝑓 𝐴, 𝐸 )then 

(A,E) 𝑓−1 ((𝑓 𝐴, 𝐸 )), thus by remark 4.5(i), 𝑓𝑐𝑙 (A,E)  𝑓𝑐𝑙  ( 𝑓−1(𝑓(𝐴, 𝐸))) according to (1), we get 𝑓𝑐𝑙  

(A,E)  𝑓−1 ((𝑓 𝐴, 𝐸 ) ), then𝑓(𝑓𝑐𝑙  (A,E))   𝑓 𝐴, 𝐸  .  Conversely, let𝑓 (𝑓𝑐𝑙  (A,E))   𝑓 𝐴, 𝐸  for every 

(A,E)  (X,,E).  Let (H,V) is soft closed set in (Y,,K).  Then (𝐻, 𝑉) = (H,V), let 𝑓−1(H,V) be any soft 

subset of  (X,,E), then by hypothesis 𝑓 (𝑓𝑐𝑙 (𝑓−1(A,E))) 𝑓(𝑓−1(𝐻, 𝑉) ) = (𝐻, 𝑉) = (H,V).  Thus 𝑓𝑐𝑙  

(𝑓−1(H,V)) 𝑓−1(H,V) but 𝑓−1(H,V) 𝑓𝑐𝑙 (𝑓−1(H,V)) always thus  𝑓−1(H,V)= 𝑓𝑐𝑙 (𝑓−1(H,V)).  Therefore 

by corollary 4.9,𝑓−1(H,V) is soft feebly-closed in (X,,E), hence by theorem 4.6, f is soft feebly-continuous. 

Theorem 4.11: If  f: (X,,E) (Y,,K)  is soft feebly-continuous if and if only 𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(B,V)) 

 𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉)for every (B,V)  (Y,,K). Proof: We have f is soft feebly-continuous.  Since  𝐵, 𝑉  is soft 

closed in (Y,,K).  Then by theorem 4.6, 𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉) is soft feebly-closed in (X,,E) and by corollary 4.9,                                 

𝑓𝑐𝑙  ( 𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉))) = 𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉) ---(1).  Now (B,V)   𝐵, 𝑉 𝑓−1(B,V)  𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉)thenby remark 

4.5(i),𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(B,V))  𝑓𝑐𝑙 𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉), according to (1) we get, 𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(B,V))  𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉).  Conversely, let 

𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(B,V))  𝑓−1(𝐵, 𝑉) for every (B,V)  (Y,,K).  Let (H,V) be any soft closed in (Y,,K).   Then 

(𝐻, 𝑉) = (H,V) by hypothesis 𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(H,V))  𝑓−1(𝐻, 𝑉) = 𝑓−1(H,V).  Thus  𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(H,V)) 𝑓−1(H,V) , 

but𝑓−1(H,V)  𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(H,V)), therefore𝑓𝑐𝑙  (𝑓−1(H,V)) = 𝑓−1(H,V).  Then by corollary 4.9, 𝑓−1(H,V)  is 

soft feebly-closed in (X,,E), hence by theorem 4.6, f is soft feebly-continuous. 
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Theorem 4.12:  Let f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) be a soft mapping if  𝑓(𝑓𝑐𝑙  (A,E))  𝑓𝑐𝑙 (𝑓(A,E)) for every (A,E) 

 (X,,E) then f is soft feebly-continuous.  Proof: Let (H,V) be any soft closed set in (Y,,K), then by 

remark 4.5(ii), let (H,V) is feebly-closed so that by corollary , 𝑓𝑐𝑙  (H,V) = (H,V), 𝑓−1(H,V) is a soft subset 

of (X,,E) so thatby hypothesis 𝑓(𝑓𝑐𝑙 (𝑓−1(H,V)))  𝑓𝑐𝑙(𝑓 (𝑓−1(H,V))) = 𝑓𝑐𝑙  (H,V) = (H,V). Therefore 

𝑓𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 H, V   𝑓−1(H,V) always.  Hence 𝑓𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 H, V  = 𝑓−1(H,V) then by corollary 4.9,𝑓−1(H,V) is 

soft feebly-closed in (X,,E).  Therefore by theorem 4.6, f is soft feebly-continuous. 

Theorem 4.13: Let f: (X,,E) (Y,,K) be a soft mapping if 𝑓𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 𝐵, V   𝑓−1(𝑓𝑐𝑙 (B,V)) for every 

(B,V)  (Y,,K) then f is soft feebly-continuous.  Proof:Let (H,V) be any soft closed set in (Y,,K) then by 

result 3.2(ii) of [3], we have (H,V) is a soft feebly closed set and so by corollary 4.9,𝑓𝑐𝑙 (H,V)=(H,V).  By 

hypothesis 𝑓𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 𝐻, V   𝑓−1(𝑓𝑐𝑙  (H, V) )) = 𝑓−1 𝐻, V  .Therefore 𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 𝐻, V   𝑓−1 𝐻, V .  But 

𝑓−1 𝐻, V  𝑓𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 𝐻, V  always.  Hence 𝑓𝑐𝑙  𝑓−1 𝐻, V  = 𝑓−1 𝐻, V then by corollary 4.9, 𝑓−1 𝐻, V is 

soft feebly-closed in (X,,E).  Therefore by theorem 4.6, f is soft feebly-continuous.  
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